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Abstract
We use the optimized trigonometric finite basis method to find energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
time-independent Schrödinger equation with high accuracy. We apply this method to the quartic anharmonic
oscillator and the harmonic oscillator perturbed by a trigonometric anharmonic term as not exactly solvable cases and
obtain the nearly exact solutions.
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Background
Eighty years after the birth of quantum mechanics, the
Schrödinger’s famous equation still remains a subject of
numerous studies, aiming at extending its field of appli-
cations and at developing more efficient analytic and
approximation methods to obtain its solutions. There has
always been a remarkable interest in studying exactly
solvable Schrödinger equations. In this sense, the exact
solubility has been found for only a very limited number of
potentials, most of them being classified already by Infeld
and Hull [1] on the basis of the Schrödinger factorization
method [2-4]. However, a vast majority of the problems of
physical interest do not fall in the above category, and we
have to resort to approximation techniques.
The need for such methods have stimulated the devel-
opment of more sophisticated integration approaches
such as embedded exponentially fitted Runge-Kutta
[5], dissipative Numerov-type method [6], relaxational
approach [7] based on the Henyey algorithm [8], an adap-
tive basis set using a hierarchical finite element method
[9], and an approach based on microgenetic algorithm
[10], which is a variation of a global optimization strat-
egy proposed by Holland [11]. We can also mention the
variational sinc collocation method [12] and the instanton
method [13].
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In this paper, we expand the wave function in terms of
an orthonormal set of the eigenfunctions of a Hermitian
operator, namely, the basis-set expansionmethod. Indeed,
we use the trigonometric basis functions obeying peri-
odic boundary condition. The accuracy of the solutions
strongly depends on the domain of the wave function.
So, we implement the Rayleigh-Ritz variational method
to find the domain’s optimal value. The application of
this method for the Dirichlet boundary condition is also
discussed in [14,15]. Note that an analytic relation for
this optimal length is recently presented in [16] which
is only applicable for the power low potentials. A two-
dimensional application of this method is also discussed
in the context of quantum cosmology [17].
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In ‘The trigonometric basis-set expansion method’
Section, we present the underlying theoretical bases for
the formulation of the trigonometric basis-set expan-
sion method and the optimization procedures. In Section
‘Applications’, to illustrate the method, we apply this
method for the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO). We
then solve two perturbed harmonic oscillators that are
not exactly solvable, the first with a quartic anharmonic
term, and second with a rapidly oscillating trigonomet-
ric anharmonic term. We present our conclusions in the
‘Conclusions’ Section.
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The trigonometric basis-set expansionmethod






dx2 + V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x), (1)
where m, V (x), and E stand for the reduced mass, poten-




dx2 + fˆ (x)ψ(x) =  ψ(x), (2)
where
fˆ (x) = 2m
2
V (x),  = 2m
2
E. (3)
As mentioned before, we use the trigonometric basis set
to find the energy spectrum. Since we need to choose a
finite subspace of a countably infinite basis, we restrict
ourselves to the finite region−L < x < L. This means that



















) = 1√LRm cos (mπxL ) , Rm =
{
2 m = 0,
1 otherwise.
(5)
In the above choice of the basis, we are implicitly assum-












where Bm,i are coefficients that can be determined once
fˆ (x) is specified. By substituting Equations (4) and (6) into




















Because of the linear independence of gi(mπxL ), every
term in the summation must satisfy(mπ
L
)2
Am,i + Bm,i =  Am,i. (8)
It only remains to determine the matrix B. Using














By multiplying both sides of the above equation by
gi′(m
′πx
L ) and integrating over the x-space and using the


























Cm,m′,i,i′ Am′,i′ =  Am,i, (11)
where the coefficientsCm,m′,i,i′ are defined by Equation (10).
It is obvious that the presence of the operator fˆ (x) in
Equation (2) leads to nonzero coefficients Cm,m′,i,i′ in
Equation (11), which in principle could couple all of the
matrix elements of A. It is easy to see that the more basis
functions we include, the closer our solution will be to
the exact one. By selecting a finite subset of the basis
functions, e.g., choosing the first 2N which could be
accomplished by letting the index m run from 1 to N in
the summations, Equation (11) can be written as
DA =  A, (12)
where D is a square matrix with (2N) × (2N) elements.
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger
equation are approximately equal to the corresponding
quantities of the matrix D, that is, the solution to this
matrix equation simultaneously yields 2N sought after
eigenstates and eigenvalues. We are free to adjust two
parameters: 2N (the number of basis elements used) and
2L (the length of the spatial region). This length should be
preferably larger than spatial spreading of all the sought-
after wave functions. However, if 2L is chosen to be too
large, we loose overall accuracy. It is important to note
that for each N, L has to be properly adjusted. This is in
fact the optimization procedure, and we denote this opti-
mal quantity by Lˆ(N): for a few values of N, we compute
(N , L) which invariably has an inflection point in the
periodic boundary condition. Therefore, all we have to
do is to compute the position of this inflection point and
compute an interpolating function for obtaining Lˆ(N).
Applications
In this section, for illustrative purposes, we first apply
the optimization procedure to find the bound states of a
SHO which is an exactly solvable case. We then apply this
method to two perturbed harmonic oscillators, the first
with a quartic anharmonic term, and the second with a
rapidly oscillating trigonometric anharmonic term.
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Figure 1 Ground state energy for SHO versus L forN = 5 in
units where ω = 2.
Simple harmonic oscillator








2x2ψ(x) = Eψ(x), (13)
where ω is the natural frequency of the oscillator. The



















ω, n = 0, 1, 2, ...,
(15)
where Hn(x) denote the Hermite polynomials.
In Figure 1, we showed the ground state energy com-
puted for N = 5 as a function of L using periodic
boundary condition. Note the existence of the inflection
point that determines Lˆ(5). We repeat this procedure for








Figure 2 Lˆ versusN and its interpolating function.
Table 1 The results for the first ten eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of the SHOwithN = 100
n exactn Error
0 1 2.6 × 10−139
1 3 1.1 × 10−133
2 5 5.9 × 10−134
3 7 7.5 × 10−129
4 9 2.2 × 10−129
5 11 1.5 × 10−124
6 13 3.1 × 10−125
7 15 1.3 × 10−120
8 17 2.4 × 10−121
9 19 7.1 × 10−117
a few other values of N. After plotting these values, we
can obtain an interpolating function Lˆ(N). In Figure 2, we
show our results for Lˆ(N) and its interpolating function.
Having determined Lˆ(N), we can proceed to compute
the bound states. Table 1 shows the results for the first
ten energy eigenvalues for N = 100. Figure 3 shows the
exact and approximate ground state wave functions for
N = {1, 2} with optimized length Lˆ = {2.52479, 3.04635},
respectively.
Anharmonic oscillator with a quartic term
Now, we apply this method to an anharmonic oscillator
which has a quartic term. The Schrödinger equation for












The results that we have obtained using N = 100 are
extremely accurate (see Table 2). This problem is also











Figure 3 Exact and approximate ground state wave functions of
SHO forN = 1, 2with optimized Lˆ = {2.52479, 3.04635},
respectively.
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Table 2 First ten energy levels of anharmonic oscillator,
the dimensionless form of which is (−d2/dx2 + x2 + γ¯ x4)












We used N = 100 basis functions. SD denotes the number of significant digits.
approximately solved using the zero, first, and second
order variational Sturmian approximations [18]. More-
over, in [19], the highly accurate results are obtained with
90 significant digits.
Harmonic oscillator perturbed by a rapid oscillation
A rather interesting example is the harmonic oscillator
perturbed by a rapid oscillation, the Schrödinger equation












where ω is the natural frequency of the oscillator, and α
and β are arbitrary constants. This differential equation
is not exactly solvable. For large β , the behavior of the
potential is very oscillatory and centered around the curve
1
2mωx2. The results for the ground state are shown in the
Figure 4. In the left part of the figure, we showed the full
potential, the ground state wave function, and a zoomed
area highlighting the fine structural behavior of the wave
function. In the right part of the figure, we showed the
ground state energy E0 versus N. Note that for N smaller
than βLˆ (100 here), this method is not sensitive enough
to respond to the rapidly oscillating part of the potential
and the results are very close to those of the (unper-
turbed) SHO. As is apparent from the figure, forN slightly
larger than βLˆ, the energy eigenvalue approaches the exact
energy eigenvalue as N increases.
It is now worth mentioning the two main advantages
of this technique with respect to [16]: First, the method
of [16] is only applicable for the bounded power low
potentials, but this method works for the general class of
the bounded C∞ potentials. Second, in our method, the
potentials do not have to be symmetric. Note that we can
obtain arbitrary accuracy by increasing the number of the
basis functions. But, the speed of the calculation decreases
due to the presence of large matrices. Indeed, one of the
time consuming parts of the algorithm is finding the coef-
ficients Cm,m′,i,i′ that are defined by Equation (10). One
advantage of our method with respect to other spectral
methods such as Chebyshev spectral method is that these
coefficients can be obtained analytically before numeri-
cal diagonalization of the Hamiltonian for a large class of
potentials.
Conclusions
We have used the optimized trigonometric finite basis
method as an extremely accurate technique to obtain
energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the bound states
of the time-independent Schrödinger equation. The opti-
mization procedure is based on the presence of an inflec-
tion point in the plot of the energy eigenvalue versus
the domain of the basis. We applied this method to the
quartic anharmonic oscillator case which is not exactly
solvable and found the solutions with high accuracy.
Also, we solved the problem of SHO perturbed by a
trigonometric anharmonic term and showed how the




















Figure 4 Potential of harmonic oscillator perturbed by rapid oscillations and ground state energy versusN . (left) Potential of the harmonic
oscillator perturbed by rapid oscillations, the dimensionless Schrödinger equation of which is (−d2/dx2y + x2 + α′ cos(β ′πx))ψ(x) = E′ψ(x). We
have chosen the parameters β ′ = √2/mβ/ω = 10 and α′ = (2/ω)α = 10. Superimposed on the same graph is the ground state wave function
calculated with N = 150. (right) The ground state energy versus N.
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optimization scheme properly handles problems involving
potentials with rapid oscillations.
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